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Liturgical Intentions
6/6
6/7

40 Day mass for
Joanne Harrington Costa, and Patrick Harrington
requested by their sister, Kathleen Perrotti
40 Day Mass for Nehme Mouannes, requested by Michael Macary
In memory of the deceased members of the Lebanon American Society

6/13

Michael Kelmelis, requested by Michael and Lisa Soliani, Maurice and Judy Theeb

6/14

Oliver and Lena Thebarge, by Sam and Jane Slaiby

6/20
6/21

Lucy Marciano, requested by Michael and Lisa Soliani, and Don and Sharon Newkirk
Joanne Costa and Patrick Harrington, requested by Marie Soliani

6/27

In Memory of David Frauenhofer, requested by Kathleen Perrotti and Marie Soliani

6/28
7/4
7/5
7/11
7/12
7/18
7/19
7/25
7/26
8/1
8/2

Sharon Nejaime Merati, requested Norman and Adrienne Nejaime

Forty Day Mass for Joe Nader, requested by his family

Joe Nader, requested by Maurice and Ninette Barakat,
Marie Soliani, and Adla Keywan

Weekly Collection
Mailed in weekly envelopes
$1,035.00
Weekend Masses
$1,210.00
Thank you for your Support
and Generosity and
Commitment!

Please Watch and Subscribe to our weekly
Divine Liturgy
and video streaming of
spiritual reflections on
Our Church’s You Tube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC0iycxFfWh6lHdlnaKVMPZQ

WHAT IS THE TRINITY?
For almost two thousand years, Christians have maintained that, yes, there is only one God, but He exists in
three different persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Together, they form the Trinity.
How does that work? Isn’t that more like believing in three gods, not one? And why do we Christians believe in
God as a Trinity in the first place? What is the Trinity?
As devout Jews, early followers of Jesus—who eventually became known as Christians—professed their faith
in one God. Later Christians even used philosophical categories from Greek thought to explain that God had
only one nature, one substance, and one essence that is never divided. Christians around the world continue
to assert today: there is only one God.
But something changed among those first followers of Jesus. Even though they remained monotheists, they
also regarded Jesus as God. They prayed prayers to him, sang hymns to him, and gathered in his name. They
related to Jesus as one might relate to God. Because of Jesus’ astounding teachings, miracles, and
resurrection, they became convinced that God had become a human being in the person of Jesus…...
Continued next pg…...

WHAT IS THE TRINITY (Cont….)

…...Yet Jesus still prayed to God as his
Father. He talked and acted as if God was
distinct from him. Jesus also spoke of
another “Helper”: the Holy Spirit (a term
sometimes found in the Old Testament to
describe God). When Jesus left the earth, he
said this Spirit would come and reside in the
hearts of his followers, bearing God’s very
real presence and leading them in truth and
life.
To cap it all off, Jesus gave his followers a
mission just before he left. He challenged
them to help others become believers as
well. As a symbol of each changed life, he directed them to baptize those new followers in water
“in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.” This three-fold formula became
the key to the Christians understanding of who God is—one God, existing in three different persons.
The idea of God as three-in-one is indeed a mysterious concept, one that is difficult to understand.
Many Analogies often fall short.
Some think of God as H2O, which is sometimes a solid (ice), sometimes a liquid (water), and
sometimes a gas (steam). Others compare God to an egg, which is part shell, part white, part yolk.
The theologian St. Augustine offered a psychological analogy. He reflected on how the human
mind has three faculties—memory, understanding, and will—but remains unified. Still others have
suggested people as examples. For instance, a woman might have different roles in her life—an
employee at work, a friend at the gym, and a wife at home—but she remains one person.
All of these analogies attempt to explain how one entity can constantly be three persons. You see,
God—as we Catholics understand him—does not decide to be like a Father one day, like Jesus
another day, and like a Spirit the next. He does not simply change roles or forms.
Rather, God is always one substance that is shared by three independent “persons” who each
have a unique will and personality—and each is equally God. In fact, Catholic teaching says that
the Father is fully God, Jesus is fully God, and the Holy Spirit is fully God.
Theologians have offered more sophisticated and philosophical ways to understand the Trinity.
Others simply describe the Trinity as an incomprehensible mystery that cannot be fully understood. Logic is stretched to its extremes and human language is often inadequate. But, they assert, should we expect any different of a transcendent God who created the universe? If we could
fully understand everything about him, would He really be a God worth worshiping?
LOVE IS AT THE CENTER
Perhaps the best explanation comes from a simple verse in the Bible: “God is love.” The term
“love” is often associated with affections and emotions. But practically speaking, love requires a
subject, an object, and an action—a person to do the loving, an object to receive the love, and the
act of loving. For example, think about giving yourself and your love to someone else.
Genuine love cannot be expressed by yourself; it requires others to give yourself away to. Thus,
God did not simply begin to experience “love” only after he created the world and humans (objects
whom he could love). God is love.
As one contemporary theologian explained, “The very essence of God’s reality is the
“intratrinitarian” love of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.” His eternal existence is rooted in a
shared love experienced within himself. We are the beneficiaries: “The only possible reason for
such a being to create the universe was to extend that love to other, imperfect, beings. . . . Us!
Let us live and radiate this love to all we come in contact with everyday of our lives!

